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When two or more polymorphic loci are studied in a population, the interaction

between the loci is often expressed in terms of linkage disequilibrium (LD). The loci are

in LD if their respective alleles donot associate independently (randomly). Thedegreeof

over- or underrepresentation of the expected haplotypes measures the extent of LD.

Recombination acts to reduce LD.

Measures of Linkage Disequilibrium

The genetics of two or more loci are considered in terms of
haplotype frequencies. Consider a pair of segregating loci,
one with alleles A and a at frequencies pA and pa and one
with alleles B and b at frequencies pB and pb. If the alleles
associate independently (there is no linkage disequilibrium
(LD)) then the frequencies of the four possible haplotypes or
gametes,AB,Ab, aBandab, are givenby the products of the
allele frequencies pApB, pApb, papB and papb. In the presence
of LD some of these haplotypes will be more frequent than
expected and some will be more rare; this difference from
expectation is typically measured with the LD coefficientD
(Lewontin and Kojima, 1960) as tabulated below: Table 1.
See also: Population Genetics: Multilocus

Consequently, D5 pABpab2pAbpaB. This is often ex-
pressed more simply as D5 pAb2pApb. D can take values
between20.25 and+0.25. It is a common practise towork
with D2 to eliminate problems with sign. Normalized co-
efficients of LD are often employed, most commonly D’
and r2. D’ (Lewontin, 1964) takes values between 21 and
+1 and is less dependent on allele frequencies than isD.D’
is given by dividing D by its maximum possible numerical
value for the given allele frequencies:

D0 ¼D=minðpapB; pApbÞ if D4 0 or

D0 ¼D=minðpApB; papbÞ if D5 0
½1�

The other commonly used normalized coefficient, r2 (Hill
and Robertson, 1968), the square of the allelic correlation
coefficient r, takes values from 0 to 1 and is calculated by
dividing D2 by the product of all four allele frequencies:

r2 ¼ ðpABpab � pAbpaBÞ2=ðpApapBpbÞ ½2�

Numerous additionalmeasures of LDhave been proposed,
especially within the context of mapping loci associated
with disease (see, e.g. Devlin and Risch, 1995; Morton
et al., 2001).

Sources of Linkage Disequilibrium

Populations are not finite. Random drift generates LD be-
cause not all haplotypes are sampled proportionately from

generation to generation. Consequently, population his-
tory (e.g. bottlenecks and founder effects) can generate
marked differences in the extent of LD between popula-
tions. See also: Genetic Drift; Genetic Load; Population
Genetics: Historical Aspects; Population History and
Linkage Disequilibrium
Frequently, LD exists between loci simply because an

insufficient number of generations have passed to allow
recombination to randomize the haplotypes in the popu-
lation. When a new mutation arises on a chromosome it
will initially be in complete LDwith one of the alleles of any
neighbouring polymorphism. See also: Genetic Variation:
Polymorphisms and Mutations
LDcanbe generatedby selection.Epistatic effects,where

the fitness of an allele at one locus depends on that at an-
other locus, can lead to the preferential selection of certain
haplotypes and therefore the maintenance of LD. The hu-
man leukocyte antigen (HLA) genes may be one example.
See also: DiseaseAssociations: HumanLeukocyteAntigen
(HLA) and Apolipoprotein E (APOE) Gene; Epistasis;
Major Histocompatibility Complex (MHC); Population
Genetics: Multilocus
LD also results when differentiated populations (i.e. the

allele frequencies at loci differ) merge (admixture) or when
individuals with different genotypes mate nonrandomly.
See also: Population History and Linkage Disequilibrium

Multilocus Models and Interaction

The HLA system represents a multilocus system of highly
variable, tightly linked genes involved in immune defence
and self-recognition. Many haplotypes are overrepresent-
ed and this high level of LD may be the result of selection
for heterozygote advantage. The HLA is a classical, albeit

Table 1 The LD coefficient D is the difference between the

observed and the expected haplotype frequencies

Haplotype Frequency

AB pAB5 pApB+D

Ab pAb5 pApb2D

aB paB5 papB2D

ab pab5 papb+D
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complex, example of a coadapted gene complex. Much
current attention focuses on measures of LD for multiple-
locus (and multiple-allele) systems. Many two-locus meas-
ures can be extended to multilocus measures, e.g.D andD’
(Ayres and Balding, 2001; Weir, 1996). Most approaches
donot account for the higher-orderLDpresent inmultiple-
locus systems. Some novel measures such as the haplotype-
based Normalized Entropy Difference (Nothnagel et al.,
2002), together with ‘top–down’ mathematical decompo-
sition (Gorelick and Laubichler, 2004), attempt to incor-
porate these difficulties. See also: Disease Associations:
Human Leukocyte Antigen (HLA) and Apolipoprotein E
(APOE) Gene; Multilocus Linkage Analysis; Major His-
tocompatibility Complex (MHC); Population Genetics:
Multilocus

Loci separated by large distances or on different chro-
mosomes may also exhibit ‘LD’ or allelic association, for
instance, because of higher-level interactions or epistasis.
Consequently, the term gametic phase disequilibrium is
often used to specify that physically linked markers
are being examined. See also: Epistasis; Genetic Maps:
Integration; Population Genetics: Multilocus

Decay as a Function of Age

Given an infinite population and no selection, recombina-
tion will act over successive generations to reduce the
amount of LD between two physically linked markers. LD
decays exponentially at a rate that depends on the linkage
distance or recombination fraction, r, such that from one
generation to the next Dn+15 (12r) Dn. If the loci are un-
linked (r5 0.5) thenDwill halve each generation, but if r is
small, as it may be for closely linked markers, then sub-
stantial levels of LD can remain for hundreds of genera-
tions. The persistence of LD between closely spaced
markers is frequently exploited in attempts to map dis-
ease-causing mutations. Projects, such as the International
HapMap Project (The International HapMap Consor-
tium, 2005), are attempting to map LD patterns across the
human genome tomaximize this potential.See also: Blocks
of Limited Haplotype Diversity; Human Variation Data-
bases; Linkage Analysis; Linkage andAssociation Studies;
Population History and Linkage Disequilibrium; Popula-
tion Genetics: Multilocus; Susceptibility Genes: Detection
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